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Science Week in Parishes 2020 
Purpose 

In an increasingly global and secular scientific culture, saturated with technology 
and the market, the science–faith conversation is at the cutting edge of Christian 
engagement.   Our purpose is to help equip Christians for that engagement.  
 

DRAFT MODULE #1 The Tasmanian Atlantic Salmon Industry 

> Resources for the module#1   

     . See the attachment ‘Growing the Tasmanian Atlantic Salmon Industry’ . 
       This is a one-page document on CSIRO work. An easy read. 
     .  For anyone wanting to go further on the expansion of the fishing industry see, 
           https://www.csiro.au/en/About/Our-impact/Our-impact-in-action/Agriculture-and-Fisheries/Aquaculture  
 
     . Bible passages on fishing, eating fish together. 
          .  Fishing:  Mark 1: 16-20; Luke 5: 1-11;    
          .  A meal:  Mark6:30-44; John 6: 1-15; John 21: 1-14 
          .  Other Biblical resources:  Genesis 1:1-2:3, Psalm 104, 107.’ 
     .  Links 
            (1)  https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20120920-are-we-running-out-of-fish                                                                      
            (2)  https://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Market_failures/Depletion_of_fish_stocks.html  
            (3)  https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/may-july-2017/overfishing-destroying-livelihoods  
            (4)  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piracy_off_the_coast_of_Somalia  
           (5) https://www.worldwildlife.org/threats/overfishing  
 
> Doing the Module     Roles: Host/Hostess; Discussion leader 
 
     . This could be centered on a meal based around Atlantic Salmon with alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.          
     . The CSIRO one pager given to people when they are invited.  
     .  The host/hostess says a grace and welcomes people and invites them to introduce themselves (name  
        and interest in this meeting).  
     .  The discussion leader to give a pre-arranged very short talk on the theme and the science faith  
        conversation to follow.  One or more readings from the Bible during the meal.   
        After eating, the leader initiates the discussion.  
     .   Prayers at the end of the discussion. 
 
> The Science-Faith Conversation  
 
   Many issues could be explored, for example ….  
    .   Is this Atlantic Salmon Industry a ‘good thing’?   
        Participants could just share their own views.  The leader could clarify and keep track of the ideas of ‘the  
        good’ in their answers.  Then compare these with what is offered in the Bible resources above.  For some  
        comments on fish farming see, Link (1) above. 
    .   Contrast between this well localised industrial fishing and the industrial fishing on the ocean without  
        any constraint.   
        Leaders can find resources on this contrast in any of Links (1) to (5) above. Leaders can extract information  
        and share it in dot-points, paragraphs, or make one of the Links available for participants to read before  
        the meeting.    
    .   Fishing at ocean edge or out in a boat, alone or with friends 
         Leaders explore with participants who go fishing what it is about, what it offers them.   This is drawing  
         people out to tells stories of fishing but not about ‘the one that got away’.      
         Does science/ technology help them with their fishing – weather forecasts, fishing equipment, safety,  
         communication?  Does their faith connect to any of this?  What faith-science conversation has this ever  
         led to in their own reflections or with others? 
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Science Week in Parishes 2020 
Purpose 

In an increasingly global and secular scientific culture, saturated with technology 
and the market, the science–faith conversation is at the cutting edge of Christian 
engagement.   Our purpose is to help equip Christians for that engagement.  
 

DRAFT MODULE # 2 AUSTRALIA’S OCEAN ODYSSY 

> Resources for the module#2 

     .  ABC IVIEW   
        https://iview.abc.net.au/show/australia-s-ocean-odyssey-a-journey-down-the-east-australian-current  
 
     .  Biblical resources:  Genesis 1:1-2:3, Psalms: 8; 104:26-32; 107:23-32. 
 
> Doing the Module    Roles:  Host/Hostess; Discussion leader 
 
    .  Preparation.  Participants read the Bible passages above. 

    . This is centered on watching (all or part of) the above episode of Australia’s Ocean Odyssey together.   

    . Host/Hostess welcomes everyone and when everyone is ready proceeds straight to people introducing  
       themselves (name and interest in this meeting).  A prayer for God’s blessing on the meeting. 
    . Discussion leader introduces the above purpose (which was indicated in advertising the event),         
       Explaining that the shared discussion, Bible reading, and prayer is a step to fulfilling this purpose.   
    . Then Bible reading of one or more of the above passages. Then the viewing the above link, (using a     
       TV linked to IVIEW) followed by discussion of issues arising from the viewing.  At some point introduces     
       the science-faith discussion. Prayers to finish.  Coffee and Cake. 
 
> The Science-Faith Conversation  
 
    . There is a great deal in this episode to evoke wonder and amazement about the ocean and life  
       in the ocean.  This can be readily enjoyed and may lead to questions, for example….    
         .  How does this showing of the ocean and life in the ocean move us (or not) to wonder about  
            the God who created the earth and its oceans?   
         .  How are we moved by what we see in this episode to praise God for the oceans?  
         .  Where else in our daily round do we notice God’s creation and be moved by it to wonder       
            and praise?  Is it accidental or part of our patten of daily life? Are we missing something? 
         .  Does this have a place in participants practice of following Jesus? 
   .  Several specific issues are raised in this episode: e.g. plastics in the ocean and consumed  
       by birds and fish; acidification of the ocean; and links between the ocean and the  
       stability/instability of life on planet; climate change consequences.  Others? 
    .  Does our faith say anything about these issues – if so, what? / if not, why not? 
       What help do the bible passages offer for our responding to the ocean and the issues raised? 
        
      Notice how science and technology here bring us these extraordinary images of God’s creation 
      with the potential to help us recognised afresh the handiwork of God.  Here is an example of  
      ‘resonances’ between faith and science. Where else do participants find such resonances? Are  
      there any ‘dissonances’ here between faith and science?  
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Science Week in Parishes 2020 
Purpose 

In an increasingly global and secular scientific culture, saturated with technology 
and the market, the science–faith conversation is at the cutting edge of Christian 
engagement.   Our purpose is to help equip Christians for that engagement.  
 

DRAFT MODULE # 3  Fight for our Reef 

              Note the materials used are from The Australian Marine Conservation Society (AMCS) 

The Australian Marine Conservation Society (AMCS)  
is the voice for Australia’s oceans. 

 
           From the Great Barrier Reef to Ningaloo, no other organisation  

               has done more to secure a healthy future for our seas and shores. 
Tim Winton – Patron 

 
While Science Week in Parishes approves of AMCS we are not here actively soliciting people to become 

member or to donate. We leave people to decide these matters for themselves. 
 

> Resources for the Module#3 

    .  Biblical resources:  Genesis 1:1-2:3, Psalms: 8; 104:26-32; 107:23-32. 
    .  Australian Marine Conservation Foundation  https://www.marineconservation.org.au/fight-for-our-reef/ 

> Doing the Module    Roles:  Host/Hostess; Discussion leader 

    .   Preparation:   Participants read the Bible passages and the above link.                                                                              
    .   Host/Hostess welcomes everyone and when everyone is ready proceeds straight to people introducing    
        themselves (name and interest in this meeting).   
   .   Discussion leader introduces the above purpose (to be indicated in advertising the event).  The shared  
         discussion, the readings, and prayer together is a step to fulfilling this purpose.   
    .   Discussion leader opens the science-faith discussion and invites other to contribute.   
         The meeting concludes with prayers – say by the Host/Hostess or someone else.  Coffee and Cake. 
 
> The Science-Faith Conversation  
 
Leaders Go to:  https://www.marineconservation.org.au/fight-for-our-reef/ 

Click on: ‘Read More’ – button on the first page.  

“The science is blunt. If the world reaches 2°C of warming, extinction of the world’s coral reefs is guaranteed. 
But if we limit warming to 1.5°C, we can preserve 10-30 percent of the world’s coral reefs this century and give 
them a chance to recover over time. 

As the world’s best locally managed coral reef, our Great Barrier Reef is likely to be at the upper end of this 
range. Our Reef generates more than $6 bn every year and supports 64,000 jobs. It is in Queensland’s interest 
to do all we can to protect these jobs, most of which are in regional communities. 

As the highest carbon-emitting state in Australia and custodian of the Reef, Queensland has an important role 
to play in cutting carbon emissions and giving our Reef a fighting chance. 

The World Heritage Committee in 2017 urged Australia to undertake the most ambitious implementation of 
the Paris Agreement, consistent with limiting warming to 1.5°C, to protect the Outstanding Universal Value of 
all World Heritage properties, including our Great Barrier Reef.”  (See the above link.)  Read also the section  
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.  Notice that Genesis 1: 26-28 talks of humankind being created in the image of God and humankind being  
   given extraordinary power over the created world, in order to be fruitful and multiply. This is the original  
   blessing of humankind. The Bible nowhere says this original blessing has been withdrawn by God. But  
   human sin distorts and disorders our use of this blessing, even to the point of producing monstrous human  
   rule shown in the beastly kingdoms rising from the sea in Daniel 7.  We must especially be alert to  
   worshipping idols. Psalm 115 tells us that we become like the idols we worship and degrade our humanity. 
   The original blessing with the great power given to humankind gets distorted by the worship of idols, with  
   effects on understanding of ourselves, our relationship with each other, with the earth and especially with  
   God.  
 
.  Is this our situation with regard to climate change?  If not, how would you describe our situation?  
   If so, how?  (See module on Jesus the Game Changer.) 
  
.  Discussion leaders will need to address questions about the uncertainties in the science of climate change.  
   From Michael Asten, retired professor of geophysics and adjunct Senior Research Fellow at Monash University       
   (private communication)  
 
     “The oft-quoted 1.5°C target was set by the 2018 International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC)  
     Special Report “Global warming of 1.5°C”.  It is a sad fact that scientists advising governments have  
     largely elected to ignore the “known unknowns” within that Report. ….  While the uncertainties are  
     discussed in papers and technical reports of the IPCC they do not appear in the Summaries for Policy  
     Makers [SPM] and it is a safe bet that most politicians and economists are unaware of the unknowns under- 
     lying single-sentence targets such as “1.5°C warming maximum”, or “net zero CO2”.  
 

From Peter Rayner, Acting Director - Climate & Energy College, Clean Air and Urban Landscapes NESP hub, 
School of Earth Sciences, University of Melbourne (private communication) 
 
    “The key figures in the Summaries for Policy Makers [AR5] show ensembles of model projections which do  
    carry the physical uncertainties Michael is talking about. It's a commonly quoted result that the temperature  
    differences between different emissions scenarios are larger than the model uncertainty attached to a  
    particular scenario.” 
 

Science Week in Parishes stands with the view of the overwhelming majority of scientists on Climate Change 
and the call to work at keeping global temperature change to 1.5C. 

 

 

 https://www.vic.gov.au/container-deposit-scheme 

 


